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Identi fy  Your Brand & Claim Your Market  
How to Define Your Brand and Develop Effect ive Marketing Tools  
 
Speaker:  Beth Taubner,  Mercurylab 
beth@mercurylab .com 
  
We live in a world where branding truly matters. All of your clients and potential clients 
are more sophisticated than ever, as they are inundated by brand messages on a daily 
basis. This is true no matter whether you are dealing with business-to-business or 
business-to-consumer brands, or with commercial, editorial, or fine art photography.  
 
Given the “noise” in the competitive market, photographers must clearly define and 
communicate their brands in order to be noticed, remembered and hired.  
It's important to convey what makes you different — your special capabilities and traits -
- so that potential customers can easily understand what sets you and your business apart 
from the competition. Brand definition has very practical applications, as it is at the core 
of all marketing activities, providing the guide for allocation of your precious financial 
resources. Learning how to communicate and operate as a brand takes the guesswork and 
reactivity out of your career, helping you to approach your communications and 
marketing in a strategic and tactical way that will help clients to understand why they 
should hire you rather than another photographer. 
 
In this presentation, Beth Taubner will talk about the elements that need to come 
together in order for you to create and present a cohesive voice. Beth will analyze the 
work of photographers and artists who have successfully developed a highly focused 
identity so that the audience can learn from how other photographers have 
communicated their brands in all areas of their work and in their marketing materials, 
including portfolio edits, portfolio design, website, collateral, and social media, resulting 
in greater visibility and success. 
 
Perfect for photographers at any level and for professionals in related fields. 
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The speaker:   
Beth Taubner of Mercurylab speaks frequently on Branding, Communications and 
Marketing for Photographers, and has been a Creative Director and Brand Strategist 
working with creative communications for the past twenty years. She is nationally 
known for her expertise in creating branding programs and distinctive concepts, visuals 
and communications for businesses large and small, for publishing, retailers, educators 
and creative professionals in the United States, the UK, and worldwide. Her clients have 
ranged from well-known American brands such as Chase, Stop & Shop and Miramax 
Films to the College of Human Sciences at Auburn University, Conde Nast Brides and 
International Newsweek, fashion companies such as Moda Operandi, retailers such as 
Sears and regionally celebrated Rug & Kilim, and gourmet food companies 
DoughRayMe Fine Baked Goods, Charleston-based Slather Brand Sauces, and UK- 
based Cuisine Frozen Foods. She plays an ongoing role in helping to define and position 
a number of esteemed global photo agencies, and works closely on brand identification 
and visual development with some of the top photographers in the world. 
   
Her work has appeared in many award annuals, including Graphis, 
Print and Communications Arts, and she has been nominated twice for the National 
Magazine Awards. She has taught at prestigious schools such as Art Center College of 
Design and Otis College of Art and Design in Los Angeles, and offers one-on-one 
consulting, public speaking and group seminars on brand development and 
implementation throughout the US and UK.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


